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Abstract - Underground mines and tunnels are an
inhospitable place to work due to the presence of
poisonous gases. Gas poisoning and unpredictable
environmental changes are major hazards by which
thousands of people die every year. This robotic vehicle
is a self localized robot that can detect the presence of
toxic gages and environmental conditions. Set of
sensors in the robotic vehicle continuously monitor the
toxic gases and environmental conditions, and the real
time data is send to the user through an application.
The self localized robot does not require external
reference facilities, expensive hardware, careful tuning
or strict calibration, and is capable of operating under
various indoor and outdoor environments. It identifies
the
local
relative
movement
through
GPS
augmentation.

receive radio signals. This technology requires external
devices; as the reference nodes should have known
positions. The accuracy of these positioning scheme is
strongly depends on the calibration of the reference
devices and the target nodes. Also this scheme also
requires a friendly radio environment and also it’s costly
in terms of additional hardware, strict calibration. It’s
vulnerable to interference from other signals that affecting
the accuracy of this positioning system. Another scheme is
the use of visual processing, relies heavily on recognition
of objects or shapes, and has restricted spatial and visual
requirements. Performance is strongly depends on the
robot operating environment and localization suffer
frequent failure. Next scheme is set of inertial sensors are
part of robot design. These inertial sensors are used to
detect the movement. However, previous methods of
maintaining their accuracy resulted in high cost and
calibration difficulty.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Key Words: Localization, Robot, Sensor, GPS, Wi-Fi,
Android OS.
1. INTRODUCTION
Poisonous gas detection using robotic vehicles have
great potential in situations that are either uncomfortable
for humans. For example, a robot becomes a part of
industrial operations, senior citizen’s life, a tour guide for
exhibition hall. The robot is kept as small as possible to
allow access through narrow passage ways. To fulfill these
missions, the robotic vehicle often has to obtain its
accurate localization in real time. Many of the localization
system require external facilities and human involvement
such as manual calibration or management to obtain
positioning. This self contained positioning system
integrated into the robotic vehicle does not require any
external facilities. Meanwhile, the cost is expected to be as
low as possible. There exist various localization schemes
for ground robotic vehicles. These techniques normally
utilize inertial sensors, radio signals, or visual processing.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
One scheme is radio based positioning requires proper
calibration. In this positioning system requires a friendly
environment and a set of external devices to generate and
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This paper say’s that this robotic vehicle uses GPS
augmentation to detect global positioning and correcting
the drifting errors if necessary. This self localized robot
can be applied to both indoor and outdoor environments.
The information analyzed into the robotic vehicle. This
analyzed information sent to the receiver section through
Wi-Fi communication. In the receiver side, these received
data’s and there levels are displayed through an android
application using mobile. Heart of this robotic vehicle is an
ARM 7 micro controller.
Fig-1 shows block diagram of poisonous gas detection
using self localized robot. This robotic vehicle using ARM 7
controller is LPC 2148. This ARM 7 controller process the
signal received from the set of sensors, location
information from the GPS, and send these processed
information’s on the receiver side, via Wi-Fi. Robotic
movement is controlled by the ARM. In this robotic
vehicle, GPS module can be used to give the location
information to the ARM controller. In this robotic vehicle
CO2 is taken as a poisonous gas, so CO2 sensor is used for
it. Also, a temperature sensor can be used for measure
temperature. An object detector can be used to detect any
object in front of this robot. If any object is present in front
of it, the vehicle will stop and sent information to the
receiver side. Humidity sensor is used to measure
humidity in that environment. Flame detector is used to
measure the presents of flame. All these sensors are
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connecting to the ARM through an amplifier to amplify the
analog signal. This analog signal can be converted to
corresponding digital signal by using an analog to digital
converter. In this case ADC is inbuilt in to the ARM. In
these set of sensors, object sensor does not requires
analog to digital converter, because it provide digital
signals directly. In this robotic vehicle use a belt type
wheels to move the robotic vehicle on a rough surface. To
control the movement of the robotic vehicle by using two
driver circuits. Each of these driver circuits drives a relay
for forward and backward movement. The LCD display
shows the output of set of sensors and location
information from GPS module.
In the receiver side, use a Wi-Fi receiver to receive
information from the Wi-Fi transmitter. These received
information given to an android application. The android
mobile displays the presence of CO2 gas, temperature,
humidity, and flame, location information and there levels
with the help of application software.

 Project Management, Device Setup, and Tool
Configuration.
 Editor facilities for Creating, Modifying, and Correcting
Programs.
 Target Debugging or CPU & Peripheral Simulation.
For experienced users, μVision3 adds new
features such as Source Outlining, Function Navigation,
Editor Templates, Incremental Search, Configuration
Wizard, Logic Analyzer, CAN and I C Simulation, Flash
Programming, and JTAG Debugging.
μVision3 ensures easy and consistent Project
Management. A single project file stores source file names
and saves configuration information for Compiler,
Assembler, Linker, Debugger, Flash Loader, and other
utilities.

Fig -2: Model of the robotic vehicle

Fig -1: Block diagram of proposed system
Keil MDK Version 3 is the latest release of our complete
software development environment for a wide range of
ARM, Cortex-M, and Cortex-R based microcontroller
devices. MDK includes the µVision IDE/ Debugger, ARM
C/C++ Compiler, and essential middleware components.
It's easy to learn and use.
μVision, the popular IDE from Keil Software, combines
Project Management, Source Code Editing, Program
Debugging, and Flash Programming in a single, powerful
environment. This Quick Start guide gives you the
information necessary to use μVision3 for your own
projects. It provides an overview of the most commonly
used μVision3 features including:
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Fig -3: Output window screen
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3.1 Travel Distance
The robotic vehicle operates its motors. Robotic vehicle
may make turns or follow a curved path through adjusting
the two sides of motors at different speeds and even in
reverse direction. Speed of the robotic vehicle can be
approximated by average of the speed of two sides of the
motors. A motor may rotate either forward or backward. If
the motor move in forward (backward) direction, the
robotic vehicle may attempt to move in forward
(backward).

AlGaAs LED encapsulated in clear, purple tinted, plastic T1 3/4 package.

5. TESTING AND RESULT
The robotic vehicle can be used to read the sensor
input values and location information. These values are
analyzed by using an android application in the receiver
side. The android application can be used to display these
sensor received values and there levels according to the
threshold values.

4. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

6. CONCLUSIONS

A) LPC 2148

Poisonous gas detection using self localized robot,
a low-cost, self-contained, accurate localization system for
small-sized ground robotic vehicles. Self localized robot
localizes a robotic vehicle with a hybrid approach
consisting of infrequent absolute positioning through a
GPS receiver. The hardware devices Self localized robot
are easily available at low cost. Self localized robot is selfcontained in that it virtually requires no external devices
or external facility management and that it needs no prior
information. Unlike other localization schemes such as
radio-based solutions, Self localized robot does not require
external reference facilities, expensive hardware, careful
tuning or strict calibration.

It is a 32 bit ARM 7 microcontroller in a tiny LQFP64
package; they are tiny size and low power consumption. It
is a 64 pin IC. It contains 16 kB/40 kB of on-chip static
RAM and 64 kB/512 kB of on-chip flash program memory.
128-bit wide interface/accelerator enables 32 bit code
execution at maximum clock rate of 60 MHz. In-System
Programming/In-Application Programming (ISP/IAP) via
on-chip boot loader software is possible. Full chip erase in
400 ms and programming of 256 bytes in 1 ms. LPC 2148
microcontroller contain two instruction sets. That are,
standard 32 bit ARM set and 16 bit thumb set.
B) CO2 SENSOR
H 550 is used as the CO2 sensor and it is the world’s
smallest sensor. It is high sensitivity to change in
temperature. Operating range is -50°c to 150°c. It is
suitable for PCB or probe mounting.
C) UTRACKER 02-LLP GPS RECEIVER
It offer low power consumption and user configurable.
It is applicable for full industrial temperature range.
D) ZG2100M Wi-Fi
Low power operation single 3.3 V supply. ZG2100M
modules are low power 802.11b implementations.
E) HUMIDITY SENSOR
These modules convert the relative humidity to
output voltage.
F) OBJECT SENSOR
Infrared transmitter is one type of LED which emits
infrared rays generally called as IR Transmitter. Similarly
IR Receiver is used to receive the IR rays transmitted by
the IR transmitter. One important point is both IR
transmitter and receiver should be placed straight line to
each other. The IR transmitter QED22X is an 880nm
© 2015, IRJET.NET- All Rights Reserved
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